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press release 

MAN Diesel 

First 40-bore Electronic Engine 
Sees Service 
 
ME-B concept continues its progress 
 
7 May 2009. MAN Diesel’s first S40ME-B electronic engine 

has entered service. Yielding 6,810 kW at 146 rpm and an 

mep of 21 bar, the new engine was built by STX in Korea 

and is one of six ordered by Intership Navigation of Cyprus 

to power a series of vessels. 

 

The ME-B engine is the prime mover aboard the “Pacific 

Adventure”, a multi-purpose vessel built at HuangHai 

shipyard in China. The newbuilding recently passed its sea-

trials successfully. 

 

The market requirement for the lowest possible propeller 

speed in relation to bore size has led to the new ME-B 

engine having a stroke/bore ratio of 4.4. In turn, the new 

engine has an increased maximum cylinder pressure, 

giving rise to an improved fuel consumption that is 2 g/kWh 

lower than existing, small-bore engines. Thanks to the 

electronic control of the engine’s parameters, the ME-B is 

also well-equipped to meet the new Tier-II emission 

requirements. 

 

Another step forward 

Ole Grøne, Senior Vice President, MAN Diesel Promotion 

and Sales said: “Market reception for the ME-B series has 

been very positive to date and, with over 100 orders 

recorded thus far, we are very happy with its success. He 

continued: “Engine builders, shipowners and ship builders 

alike have hailed this modern engine technology, and the 
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arrival of the first S40ME-B in service is another, significant 

step forward for the ME-B series.”  

 

The ME-B concept 

MAN Diesel introduced the ME-B concept in mid-2006 with 

the small-bore S35ME-B and S40ME-B MAN B&W engine 

designs. It subsequently expanded the series in early 2007 

with the launch of the S50ME-B MAN B&W engine design, 

with the result that the entire ME-B programme now boasts 

a total output range from 2,975 kW to 16,020 kW. 

 

The economical ME-B design utilises a camshaft-operated 

exhaust valve and an electronically controlled fuel-injection 

system. This fuel injection makes the new ME-B engines 

particularly well-equipped to meet Tier-II emission 

requirements, and is an efficient way of managing current 

environmental, emission requirements. As with the larger 

MAN B&W ME-engines, the Alpha Lubricator comes as 

standard with all ME-B engines, ensuring a very low, 

cylinder lubricating-oil consumption.  

 

In summary, the ME-B series offers optimal engine 

performance in powerful, economic and future-oriented 

diesel engines, ensuring that they will remain market 

leaders for decades to come. Based on well-proven diesel 

technology, the ME-B series provides engines geared to 

market requirements for: 

 electronic fuel-injection control 

 reliability 

 longer time between overhauls 

 better vessel manoeuvrability  

 very low life-cycle costs 
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The ME-B range now offers 35-, 40-, 46-, 50- and 60-cm 

models in the smaller bore range, while MAN Diesel’s ME-C 

concept covers the medium- to large-bore segment of the 

market. 

 

 

The MAN B&W S40ME-B prime mover pictured aboard the Pacific 

Adventurer. The engine was produced at STX Heavy Industries at its 

Changwon works in South Korea 
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The Pacific Adventure is a 25,000 dwt multi-purpose vessel operated by 

Intership Navigation and registered in Limassol, Cyprus 

 

About MAN Diesel 

MAN Diesel is the world’s leading provider of large-bore diesel 
engines for marine and power plant applications. The company 
designs two-stroke and four-stroke engines, generating sets, 
turbochargers, CP propellers and complete propulsion packages 
that are manufactured both by MAN Diesel and its licensees. The 
engines have power outputs ranging from 450 to 97,300 kW. 
MAN Diesel employs over 8,000 staff, primarily in Germany, 
Denmark, France, the Czech Republic, India and China. The 
global after-sales organisation, MAN Diesel PrimeServ, 
comprises a network of the company’s own service centres, 
supported by authorised partners. MAN Diesel is a company of 
MAN AG, which is listed on the DAX share index of the 30 leading 
companies in Germany. 
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